The Effect of Work Discipline on Employee Productivity
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Abstract. The workforce has an important role in increasing production at PT. XYZ. The contribution of labor is interpreted into the resulting productivity. Therefore, it is important to know what variables can affect labor productivity. In this study using work discipline variables to see its effect on employee productivity. The results obtained that work discipline has a positive and significant effect on employee productivity, which is 66.70% and 33.30% possibility of being influenced by other variables not included in this case.
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1. Introduction

Productivity is a vital component of a company. It is said to be vital because productivity is the main factor determining the company's stability. Productivity in theory focuses on the comparison between outings produced with any input that becomes a production resource. One of them is the workforce. The costs incurred become part of the input to produce the desired output by each organization [8]. This also applies to PT. XYZ. PT. XYZ is a logistics company that is quite large and has many competitors. The resulting performance or productivity is certainly at stake for the good name of the company. PT. XYZ itself targets a productivity level of 95%-100%. However, of all the costs that have been spent not in accordance with the desired results. As in January the productivity of this organization was 87.10% or Rp. 0.87/Rp. This value means that everyone rupiah of the value of the labor used would get an output of Rp. 0.87...
Therefore, it is necessary to conduct research in order to find out what factors may affect labor productivity at PT. XYZ. It is known that during field observations it was found that some employees did not wear a complete uniform while working. According to [9] the incomplete use of uniforms is a violation of work discipline in a company. In addition, from a theoretical search, the variable that is thought to have a considerable influence on labor productivity at PT XYZ is work discipline [1] [2] [5] [7] [9].

2. Methods

The research location is at PT. XYZ Medan, North Sumatra. The total workforce is 76 people. It will take a long time to conduct interviews with the entire workforce and to avoid snowball, it is simplified by taking several people to be used as samples from a representative population. The sample used in the study was determined by a sampling technique, namely probability sampling. This technique is divided into 3 types and the research uses Simple Random Sampling. This type of sampling technique is carried out randomly regardless of the level in the population. Because the population in this study is known, the Yamane formula is used to calculate the number of samples [6]. And the number of samples used in this study is shown in Formula’s (1)

\[
N = \frac{n}{1+n(\varepsilon)^2} = \frac{76}{1+76(0.05)^2} = 64 \text{ orang}
\]

Which \( N = \text{Sample; } n = \text{Population; } \varepsilon= \text{error} = 0,05.\)

Next is the validity and reliability testing to see the validity and consistency of the questionnaire instrument. Furthermore, when all the data is collected, it is continued with the classical assumption test (normality test, heterocodastisity test and multicollinearity test). Then the data is tested for hypotheses using the coefficient of determination test, t test and F test. Each data analysis process uses SPSS version 23 software [3] [6].

3. Theory

- Employee Productivity

Labor productivity is the ability of workers to produce products. The output of labor is the result of production work. And the input of labor is the required production time. Production and Productivity are two different things. Production itself is a component of any productivity effort, in addition to quality and output [8].

- Work Discipline

Work discipline is an operative management activity when applying the standards of a company. Work discipline is the main thing in determining optimal target achievement. The purpose of discipline is not based on the provision of punishment, but can be in the
form of training to improve and shape character and attitudes in accordance with organizational standards [4] [5] [7].

- **Relationship between Work Discipline and Productivity**

  Based on previous research, the amount of labor productivity is influenced by work discipline. This influence is positive and significant [1] [2] [4] [5] [7] [9].

### 4. Indicator

- **Work Discipline Indicator**

  The indicators used in this study for work discipline are attendance, attitude, responsibility, and norms [1] [2] [9].

- **Employee Productivity**

  The indicators used in this study for labor productivity are ability, improving quality, increasing targets achieved, and efficiency [5] [9] [10].

### 5. Results and Discussions

- **Validity Test and Reliability Test**

  This test is very important to do before proceeding to the data processing stage. This test aims to test how the feasibility of the existing questionnaire instruments in the study. This type of validity test is carried out using Pearson's correlation theory. And the results obtained are all questions on each variable are declared valid with a significance of 0.000 and rcount > rtable 0.2461. To see the level of reliability based on the Cronbach alpha theory, a reliability test was carried out. The value of determined in the study was 0.8. And it was found that the questionnaire instrument used was reliable because its reliable test value was 0.901 on the work discipline variable and 0.917 on the labor productivity variable. So that the data collected deserves to be processed further.

- **Normality Test**

  This type of testing is intended to test the data used (variable x and variable y) are normally distributed or not. It is said to be normal if the significance level value is > 0.05. The normality test is carried out by histogram analysis and Normal Probably Plot.
Based on Figure 1, it can be seen that the histogram of the normality test on the labor productivity variable data is described as having a line shaped like a bell and having a balanced convexity in the middle so that it can be said that the data is normally distributed.

Figure 2 indicates that the data distribution tends to follow a linear or diagonal line. So, it can be stated that the research data is normally distributed.

- **Heteroskedasticities Test**

  The test is to test whether there is a difference in variance from the residual value in the observation period to another observation period. A good regression model is when it is free from heteroscedasticity. And this test uses scatterplot and glejser test.
Figure 3 represents that there is a random distribution of data and does not form a pattern so that the regression model of this study is free from heteroscedasticity. However, to be more convincing, the results of the Glejser test were also obtained from the SPSS version 23, namely a significance value of 0.994 or greater than the absolute residual value of 0.05. And it is proven that there is no heteroscedasticity in this regression model.

- **Multicollinearities Test**

Detecting the existence of correlation between independent variables in the regression model is the main task of this test. The regression model of this study is said to be good because there is no correlation between the independent variables. And this is indicated by the results of multicollinearity calculations with a VIF value = 1 (or less than 10) and a tolerance value = 1 (or 0.10).

- **Simple Linear Regression**

The aim is to examine the effect of work discipline (X) on labor productivity (Y) using a simple linear regression model. And the results obtained from this test with the help of SPSS version 23 software can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Constant)</td>
<td>3.912</td>
<td>2.219</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORK DISCIPLINE</td>
<td>.600</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td>.855</td>
<td>12.745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY
Based on table 1, the simple regression equation that connects the variables is \( Y = 3.912 + 0.60X + e \). So, it can be interpreted that for every one unit increase in the work discipline variable, the labor productivity variable will increase by 0.60. And conversely the value of the coefficient \( C = 3.912 \) means that when productivity has not been affected (\( X = 0 \)) then the productivity of the workforce has not changed at all.

- **Hypothesis Test**

  This test is divided into t test. The t value obtained is 12, 745 or greater than the t table 1.99962 with a significance value of <0.05. The t value obtained indicates that there is a positive and significant effect of work discipline on labor productivity. That is, that \( H_0 \) is accepted then \( H_1 \) is accepted.

- **Determination Coefficient \( R^2 \)**

  After the hypothesis is accepted, it is necessary to know the magnitude of the impact of the variable \( X \) in influencing \( Y \). And with the help of SPSS software, it is found that 73% of work discipline affects labor productivity. And the remaining 27% are influenced by factors and are not discussed or tested in this study.

With the increase in work discipline, it is expected to be able to improve the ability, quality, morale, achieved targets and efficiency. And all of this will then increase the productivity of the workforce. If productivity increases, of course, the amount of production of PT. XYZ will also increase. Because productivity is a reflection of an organization. The results of this study which show that there is a positive and strong influence between work discipline and labor productivity are in line with previous research [1] [2] [4] [5] [7] [9].

### 6. Conclusion

From this research, it can be concluded that work discipline has a strong and positive influence on labor productivity of PT. XYZ is 73%. With the remaining 27% possibly influenced by other factors.
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